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M A N I F E S T O 
When I was young, everything could become a toy 
to me. It can be a bottle, a plastic bag or even a 
coke can. 
Today we are living in a highly technological and 
materialistic city. Everything was created with its 
own specific coding. Therefore, we will never imag-
ine and think, but just look at things from only one 
perspective. A bottle is just a bottle. A plastic bag 
•s just a plastic bag. In fact, this is quite boring in 
the life if everyone reads the same and shares the 
same. 
•n architecture, everything may be really created 
with certain purposes or function. But I believe that 
there must be some area or spaces, which their cod-
ing is undefined. We will never aware it unless they 
are being decoded. Actually, it is just a change of 
code. The coding is always there, either it is de-
fined or undefined. To me, the purpose of us is to 
decode and reveal to people things that are hidden, 
not literally explained but alternatively explained. 
• believe that a great architecture could do with the 
space, which has already forgotten in our fast chang-
ing, technological, non-humane society. In fact, there 
are many examples in the city that are underutilized 
and become undefined once they are being aban-
doned. By imaginative designs, it is believed that 
all these non-coded spaces can be revitalized and 
given a new meaning to people. 
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PROLOGUE 
Hong Kong, as many other metropolitan city, the urban fabric has been torn 
apart by various kind of edges such as nullah, road networks, topography. These 
edges are mostly the infrastructure, which impede and screen off human activi-
ties like a solid wall. People are no longer walking in a continuous and direc-
tional walkway. 
Why infrastructure cannot become architecture? 
In fact, architecture helps me to rediscover these edges, and I find out that there 
are many unseen spaces in our city, which are untreated and forgotten. How-
ever, no one even architect and planner have paid attention to them. 
Usually, we do not aware the existence of them because we only see part of 
them but not the full picture. These edges always create many unseen spaces 
in our city. They may appear as uncovered nullah, leftover space under the fly-
over and dense road network, underground space inside the subway and so on. 
In fact, they are rich in architectural sense. Such collisions with the urban fabric J _ 
really give us a great potential for develop and appreciate. 
These unseen space are kind of hidden network which are the exceptional 
space that does not exist in real habitant life; they exist when they are being 
discovered. The project is to uncover the potential unseen space and evolve a 
new alternative for the urban fabric. 
DEFINITION OF UNSEEN SPACE 
Generally speaking, unseen space can be defined as the spaces, which are 
derelict and forgotten. In fact, they are antispaces, making no positive contribu-
tion to the surroundings or users. They are ill defined and fail to connect ele-
ments in a coherent way in our city. At the same time, it offers tremendous 
opportunities to the designer for rediscovering these unseen resources in our 
city. 
Usually, they do not have intended use, or their intended uses do not function 
properly. Many of them serve as the circulation path and small parks. And 
certain unintended activities like street venders, street barbers are happening 
there. 
Most of the unseen spaces are hidden and difficult to be accessed and utilized. 
They are usually ill defined, undesirable and deteriorating which waste the source 
of environment, breaking the continuity of urban fabric and provide no orientation 
to the city. 





Unused public space 
JUSTIFICATION OF SELECTED SPACE 
THE NULLAH 
Growing with urban development 
The intense rainfall in the summer of Hong Kong creates the open large nullah to 
direct the stormwater to the Harbour. They are mainly used to protect us from 
flooding. Therefore, many open nullahs have been built in the city in the past, 
which can be told from the street names regarding to these nullahs. 
Though the nullah looks like a scar in the city, it gives the city a permanent 
signature and also witnesses the urban growth. However, many of them are 
decked because of the unlimited eagerness of land resources in the city. They 
are usually decked for carparks, petrol station, etc. 
Are there any other alternatives for the nullah? 
Water as a valuable natural element in the city 
Nullah contains the most valuable element, which we ordinarily disregard in our 
city. It is water. Water is selfless, extremely transformable, full of surprises both 
_ _ i quiet and powerful. Its untarnished beauty and elementary power were long re-
garded with respect in many cultures, and were admired and revered in religions 
and mythologies. 
Why are we disregarding it? 
Why are we polluting it? 
Generally, infrastructure design pays little respect to the intrinsic aesthetic of 
water, which we therefore often see with disinterest. People must be given the 
opportunity to experience the water again. Water resources can only become 
sustainable when social values grant water the necessary priority. 
Though the water is displaced, polluted, wasted and desecrated, it will sustain 
its vital properties and provides its life-giving functions if the water is purified. 
Shall we just letting the water to flow away? 
Shall we just keeping away from the water? 
Water deserves everyone's awareness; it requires an interdisciplinary design 
approach, at every scale, for the solution of environmental and architectural tasks 
today and in the future. 
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DEFINITION OF NULLAH 
Formation of natural system 
Water, does not lying still in the oceans. It is continually evaporate from the 
oceans and other bodies of water by heat of sun and blown by the winds across 
sea and land. An immense amount of water is always suspended in the atmo-
sphere in the form of vapor. When certain weather conditions prevail in the 
atmosphere, some of the water vapor forms clouds. When such clouds accu-
mulate more water vapor than they can hold, the water is returned to the land as 
rain or snow. This process of moving water out of the oceans, into the atmo-
sphere, and back to the land and oceans is called the water cycle, or hy-
drologic cycle. 
The fundamental water cycle consists of the rainwater/stormwater circu-
lated in cyclical manner through 3 major locations: 
1. he sea 3s 3 major container 
2. The atmosphere as absorber of moisture through evaporation 
6 3. The land collecting moisture through condensation. 
Surface hydrology, the precipitation collected by the land will return to the 
sea to complete the water cycle through 2 major route: 
1. Surface runoff across the nature terrain and channeled into rivers. 
2. Infiltration of water through pervious soil and subsoil which is the subterra-
63 water moveme t. 
Formation of urban nullah 
The formation of nullah is one of the major infrastructure and supports in the city 
development. Because of major land reforms, blockage of drainage pattern and 
impervious surfaces added during extensive urban development, an extensive 
interruption of surface hydrology appeared. Then, a more restricted channelisation 
of water flow and realignment of drainage paths was resulted in order to cope 
with other criteria of urban planning. 
The nullah is an open, impervious drain channel with a much higher provision of 
discharge rate than that of a natural drainage system. 
The intense rainfall in Hong Kong especially during summer being con-
stmcted in the past to direct stormwater from major catchment areas back to 
the sea. Extension of reclamation will cause an overall reduction of gradient, 
and re-grading of nullah is usually required. 
Evaporation ” ” Precipitation 
Hydrological cycle 
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Surface transformation 
Although the subterranean environment has remained reasonably constant, most 
of the surfaces of the nullahs have been transformed dramatically mainly into 
decked nullah, named as culvert in the urban area and serve the following func-
tion: 
1. Transportation route such as road, flyovers. 
2. Land uses for small development value such as carparks, petrol stations, 
etc. 
3. Green space for sitting purposes. 
In general, very limited uses were being explored directly above a nullah due to 
the following reasons: 
1. Impossibility of extensive foundation works at the nullah's location. 
2. Limited size of nullah for efficient development. 
3. Possible congested traffic above a nullah. 
These common strategy to the nullah serves to hide the scar of the city instead 
of curing it. In fact, the problems and potentials are still deeply embedded in the 
8 subterra ean space. 
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Implication to the surface transformation 
Eagerness of land 
hough the decked nullah cannot serve for normal construction, people still try 
to fully utilize it for small development as mentioned above. In fact, such small 
developments always cut off the permeability and create visual barrier to the 
space. Also, road networks always appear right next to the nullah. Therefore, 
the decked area will look like an island area, which is very difficult to access 
and use. Those small developments usually turned out as the leftover area 
again. 
Merge to existing network 
As the nullah is always decked at the ground level, there is no more level 
different between decked nullah and the surrounding area. All development will 
be happened on the land mixed with decked area and its surrounding area. 
Therefore, the land obtained from the decked nullah will gradually fade out and 
merge with the existing area. 
Erase of city reference 
Although people did not have like the nullah very much, people had already 9 
treated the nullah as a city reference unconsciously. Since local people like to 
meet their friends at the conjunctive point of the nullah likes bridges. It had 
created certain kind of collective memory to the local people living close to the 
nullah. The decking of the nullah symbolizes the erasure of city reference or 
even city memory to the people around there. 
PEOPLE PERCEPTION OF NULLAH 
A piece of and 
Land, as the most valuable asset in Hong Kong. Therefore, we will like to obtain 
the land by all means like landfill, excavation, etc. Though the subterranean 
environment remains constantly unchanged, most of the nullah surface have 
been decked unavoidably and transformed dramatically into a piece of land. 
Road networks, structure like carparks, petrol station, green space have been 
built over it. 
A polluted water course 
The original planned use, as stormwater drainage has become a sewage line 
where combined with both domestic and industrial waste. Though this nullah 
still serves as the main sewage channel of the city, the environmental impact 
created pollution such as the foul smell. At the same time, it is endangering the 
health of the residents, they are all trying to keep away from it. 
Boundaries to the city 
_ _ Besides nullah is a source of pollution, it is also a barrier both visually and 
physically. It is detrimental to the development of the city as a place for sustain-
ing human contact and movement linkage. Only few bridges are built on top of 
it for linking up the movement. 
District heritage 
Although the nullah has no historical relics in any respect, it is a district heri-
tage that persists in time and growth with the urban development. Local people 
treated it as the city reference unconsciously in their mind even though they are 
always trying to keep away from it. Sometimes, people will do fishing at the 
bridge. 
A mysterious place 
Though it is visible during the daytime, it becomes invisible at night. People 
even do not notice the existence of the nullah. 
•• • • I 
A piece of and 
A polluted watercourse 
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Boundaries to the city 
District heritage 
A mysterious place 
PEOPLE PERCEPTION TO WASTEWATER 
Few people in our city, especially the wealthy city like Hong Kong, are aware of 
the ultimate destination oftheirwastewater and this detachment is a significant 
factor in the levels of environmental pollution, which are now widely understood 
to threaten the future of life on the planet. 
The philosophy of liquid waste collection and treatment adopted by Drainage 
Services Department in Hong Kong has been based on centralization and mecha-
nization . This argument behind this are ones of ease and economy of mainte-
nance, reduced land costs and chemical neutralization through mixing process 
in the sewers. All these arguments have a foundation of truth but have led to 
detachment of responsibility on a wide scale . 
Water treatment systems should be seen not just as problems to be overcome, 
but as unique opportunities to demonstrate nature's remarkable qualities. In 
fact, the wastewater contains rich nutrients that can be transformed into the 
12 nutrient during the purification process. 
Much of inherited technology we perceived today has been dominated by a 
straight line thinking that had generate many environmental problem. Based on 
the ecological principles of cycles and feedback loops, I believe everything like 
stormwater can be a resource. In fact, water is one of the basic elements, and 
we have only finite supply of it. With our highly developed technology on a 
crowd place like Hong Kong, we no longer have the lUxury to use water once 
and throw it away. 
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JUSTIFICATION OF SITE SELECTION 
Seeing the necessity of nullah development, the Kai Tak nullah in San Po Kong should 
be the right choice. Besides it is giving me memory on my own, it is quite unique 
compared to other nullahs in Hong Kong in terms of the followings: 
Size 
t is extremely narrow in term of space. It creates a stronger sense of segregation from 
the world above. 
Density 
People are densely populated and buildings are closely located at the surrounding 
area
- Therefore, the Kai Tak nullah, as an open space with natural elements, will 
become an essential space like an oasis to the local people. 
Connector to the harbor 
!t is
 the only remained open nullah running from the city to the harbor. Others are either 
decked or terminated by the reclaimed land. In fact, it provides an alternate network in 





Location of site 
The site is located at the meeting point of Wong Tai Sin and San Po Kong. It 
extends a long distance from Po Kong Village Road, along Choi Hung Road to 
Prince Edward Road. Then it leads to Victoria Harbor via the old Kai Tak Interna-
tional Airport. 
The Wong Tai Sin district covers an area of nearly 1000 ha lying to south of the 
Peninsula. It is bounded officially by the ridgeline of Lion Rock in the north, 
Clearwater Bay Road in the east, and then along Prince Edward Road in the 
south and Tung Tau Tsuen and to the west Junction Road and the western 
boundary of Lok Fu Estate. It is also the catchment area of Kai Tak nullah. 
The muilt-purpose land use and high-density living characterize the district as 
one of the most chaotic area in Hong Kong. With the nullah situated in the 
midst of the urban development, it chops up the continuous development poten-
tial of the district. 
18 
Site boundary 
The site is fixed by the physical layout of the nullah itself. However, small plot 
of space, pavement and roads adjacent to the nullah can be utilized as part 
for an integrated development. 
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Site area 
The whole-nullah running from Shatin Pass Road to the Harbour has the length 
t of ajsprdxi^Jely teOO meters long while its width varies from 12m to 30m through—: 
r c / ^ t s q it area of approx imate ly 24000 sq. m ' . 
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The Kai Tak Nullah 
: 5 
Running from northeast to southwest along Choi Hung Road (San Po Kong), 
then discharge into the Kowloon Bay. For so many years, the nullah serves as 
the most important storm water discharge channel for the whole district, though 
it is used abusively in recent decade. Fortunately, since the removal of facto-
ries, the industrial disposal has reduced a lot. The water quality has improved 
promptly. 
,, The nullah originated from the northeast in the most congested squatter area of 
Diamond Hill (a source of pollution). It is very long and traversing along Choi 
Hung Road through land of various character and uses. It divided up the area 
into northern part as the housing estates such as Wong Tai Sin and Tung Tau, 
the middle part as the industrial and commercial development of San Po Kong, 
the southern part as the new development of Kai Tai area. It is interrupting at 
intervals by major roads and end up entering the old Kai Tak airport across 
Prince Edward Road. 
20 
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TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
4 “ 
Locating side by side with the nullah, Choi Hung Road extends to a distance of 
1.83km from Prince Edward Road to Choi Hung Road roundabout. The nullah is 
interrupted at intervals by major roads running across; they are the Po Kong 
Village Road, the Shatin Pass Road and Tai Shing Street, Tseuk Luk Street and 
J Lok Sin Road. 
5>. 
4 Traffic condition is generally fair in the housing estate side but congestion in 
Choi Hung Road and San Po Kong side. It was because of the inadequate 
loading and unloading facilities for goods vehicles and mini-bus in the area. 
Pedestrian movement across Choi Hung Road is by footbridge and is inad-
equate and non-directional, 
r . ., • • , … ^ 
Vehicular access 
Public transportation to the site is relatively easy. It is well served by bus routes 
and both sides of Choi Hung Road are lined with bus stops. Private cars are 
only allowed to stop or pick up passengers on the local distribution roads with 
2 2
 Wong Tai Sin and Tung Tau and San Po Kong. Though the demand of carparks 
will be rising rapidly, there should be enough carparks at old Kai Tak airport. 
Pedestrian access 
Situated in the midst of urban development, the site is easily accessible within 
reasonable walking distance. The pedestrian traffic from San Po Kong to Wong 
Tai Sin is limited to two pedestrian footbridge and one zebra crossing and is in 
fact inadequate to meet the future development. In spite of this, the site is 
always with 10 - 15 minutes walking distance from the bus terminals, MTR 
station and mini-bus stops. 
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Nullah Reconsidered 
The nullah is purely infrastructure and undesigned. In order to revi-
talize it in the modernization process, the architectural meaning 
should be reconsidered in the urban development. By imaginative 
designs, it is believed that this long continuous infrastructure could 
24 be revitalized into architectural of up-to-date functions with contem-
~ porary flavors. Also, by incorporating the purification process to 
the wastewater, the sustainable design can carry out. Wastewater 
will become the new resources to our city. The exception does not 
remain exception but become the new rules of the city. 
Before having the contemporary value, we have to interpret the func-
tion, identity and also the meaning of the nullah. It is meant to revive 
its meaning with an appropriate translation at the present moment. 
PHYSICAL IDENTITY OF NULLAH 
Infrastructure 
he main idea of the nullah is to prevent flooding but not for people. Therefore, it 
was designed from the engineering approach and was a basic services needed 
for the functioning of the city. 
City void 
Since it was sunken and occupied a long piece of land. It has created a three, 
dimensional space like a void in the city. Instead of viewing the land resources 
of the city in the form of its surface, it should consider its volume to be the 
actual development potential of the area. The nullah can actually be a positive 
usable three-dimensional resource in the urban areas. 
Linear and continuous 
The nullah is in linear form and it was connected to several districts. As it is 
used to conduct the stormwater to the harbor, it is continuous in space and 
provides a very good linear network from the city to the harbor front. 
Dynamic and directional 
The stormwater is moving at different speed along the nullah because the speed 
is varied according to the width, the capacity, of the nullah. Moreover, the 
stormwater is always heading towards the harbor. It seems like a hidden signage, 
which shows the direction of the nullah. 
Edge and boundaries 
The nullah usually bounded by the road networks aside. These edges always 
torn apart our cityscape, which impede and screen off human activities like a 
solid wall. 
Tide subject to raining 
As it serves for stormwater sewage, water level will go higher when there is 
raining. The tidal level cannot be controlled and fluctuated. But in a macro view, 
the changes of level can be described according to seasons especially during 
the intense rainfall in summer, see appendix 
INTRINSIC MEANING OF NULLAH 
Protection 
The nullah is formed to carry the stormwater away to sea in order to prevent 
flooding during the intense summer raining. Owing to the improvement of the 
city drainage system, we are no longer threatened by flooding. In fact, the 
nullah is stni giving a hand to protect us from flooding. It is quite valuable to 
recall this fading memory of its function though many people see it with disinter-
est. 
[recycle program . protect from pollution ] 
Unseen network 
Although the nullah was built for the drainage of stormwater, and without other 
function, it always functions as a visual network or a reference point to the 
district unconsciously. It exists in the city like an unseen alternate network, 
which provide different experiences to our normal road network. In our road 
network, everything is opened up to you. You have to receive all the images, 
information and stuff that are already saturated to us. 
In this unseen network, it exists like a lift shaft within a building. You are not 
totally exposed to outside. Things are sometimes covered and uncovered. Such 
rich experiences can give good opportunity to create an alternate network in the 
city. 
[alternate network. segregate from above ground ] 
Component of hydrologica cycle 
Hydrological cycle loops treat everything as a resource. As a resource, water is 
one of the basic elements. But only few people in our city are aware of the 
ultimate destination of their wastewater before running into the sea. In fact, the 
nullah acts as a replacement of surface runoff like river, stream in the natural 
cycle. It can be claimed as man-made nature. 
[uncover the fundamental natural cycle to straight line thinking city people ] 
Connecting urban to bodies of water 
Hong Kong, as the shoreline city, people are not aware that we are very close to 
water. In fact, our city life has no different to those in inland city. The nullah 
provide an opportunity, both physically and psychologically to reconnect the 
urban fabric to the bodies of water. Through the imaginative design, the urban 
people will able to enjoy the jollity of water again. With the direction of the water 
flow along the nullah, it takes us to the harbor naturally. 
[network . promenade from city to harbor ] 
Lace neighborhood together 
Owing to its linear properties, it links several districts in one line physically. In 
fact, they are fragmentary and lack of inter-relationship. 
I traffic free walkway . linkage to surrounding disperse communal activities ] 
Symbolic communicator of old and new 
After the removal of airport, a totally new environmental city is proposed to be: 
built there. It is meant that the existing nullah will connect the old cityscape to 
the completely new cityscape. Strong sense of transition from old to new will be 
experienced at the exchange point. 
[point of recycle process take place . exchange of form . transition from old to 
new] 
Collector of waste 
he nullah should function as the sewage channel of the wastewater to the 
harbor. It appears as the temporary wastewater reservoir. Indeed, such collec-
tion of waste can be transformed into the new resources like fertilizer. H L j 
[collection points for recycling program . exposure the process ] 





THE DISPOSAL OF WASTEWATER 
BECOME A NECCESSITY AS SOON ^ 
AS HUMANS BEGAN TO LIVE IN — 
ORGANIZED COMMUNITIES 
by Ronald E. Bartlett 
.' tr I 
PHILOSOPHY OF THE NULLAH 
In respect to the hidden network and space which has marked out some kind of 
conjunctive points. And because of that, they give a new definition of the city 
like boundary can be changed, accidental space to be discovered. 
These conjunctive points within the hidden network are the exception space 
that does not exist in real habitant life. There is no defined coding as other 
buildings do. It is an urban open space with no defined activities. They exist 
only when they are being discovered. It may become an urban machine, which 
can be connected and disconnected by activities such as flooding of water or 
people activities. 
30 THE EXCEPTION DOES NOT HAVE TO REMAIN AN 
——EXCEPTION BUT BECOMES THE NEW RULES OF 
THE CITY 
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In our city, we are always flooded with information, images. 
They are all moving faster than what you received. In other 
words, it meant that they did not allow you to think or ques-
tion but accept. The movement of the city like transporta-
tion, pedestrian movement helps in jc^ le i^ t ina this phe-
nomenon. ^ 
place that can 
^ ^ ^ ^ P m m ^ r away from 
c ^ l ^ p ^ S ^ ST^iiHdraW oneself from 
the fast moviriQ world above aroutid? % ? 
S M p P I B E B F o u n d themselves easier to sequester from 
life when they a ngaggd in front of water, a peaceful silent 
space. Conceptually, the;nttllah is very much like the void in 
the city. It is a extremel^Jiarrow space and it is sunken from 
the ground. When I was ftanding inside the nullah, I stronglf 
feel that I was being segregated from our world above 
ground. The movel^MancClpise of the 
d t r i a n s a n d 
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THE CONCEPT IS TO CREATE AN 
ALTERNATE NETWORK FOR TEM-
j i PORARY SEQUESTRATION FROM 
CITY'S SATURATED LIFE WHERE 
CYCLE AND RECYCLE OF LIFE IS 
EXPERIENCED 

K is a reflection of the identity of the nullah. The nullah is one of the 
major components in our urban water cycle. Much of our daily ex-
istence is spent in surroundings designed to conceal the process 
of natural cycle and recycle. The curb and catchbasin that make 
rainwater disappear without trace below ground, cut the visible links 
between the natural water cycle. The supply of water, the process-
ing of waste, are not visible to urban people and they consequently 
do not feel responsible for them. 
People simply open the tap or buy the bottled water and water is 
there. 
Because of that, people remain unaware of where the water comes 
from or where it goes. Psychologically, the water cycle has already 
broken in people mind even though it is still working on it own. A 
straight line thinking in our technological world is dominating us. 
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 Everything comes and goes easily. We had already forgotten the 
fundamental principles of cycles and recycles such as water cycle. 
What happens to this drinking water, which arrives in our kitchens 
and bathrooms, after we have emptied our sinks and baths be-
fore running into the harbor? 
What happens to the raining after it arrives at the ground? 
The appearance of nullah helps me to answer the questions. When 
I was looking at the wastewater in the nullah, the fragmentary parts 
of water cycle re-appeared and connected up by it immediately. 
The natural principle of cycle and recycle of life was also revealed 
again in my mind. In fact, I believe that it is quite valuable to re-
introduce this principle to the straight line thinking city people. 
‘ M 
/ Ecological principle of cycles and feedback 
A \ loops treat everything as a resource. Wa-
“ ^x jJ v C ter is one of the basic elements, and we 
“ V .'' • • have finite only finite supply of it 
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/ ^ . J ^ T N J Few people in our city aware of the ulti-
> A ^ / mate destination of their wastewater and 
this detachment is a significant factor in 
the levels of environmental pollution 




 uncover of the nullah helps to com-
\ / ) \ ^r plete the water cycle which is psychologi-
V cal ly b roken . By demons t ra t i ng the 
- u ^ y 7 :::. “ recycable properties of the water, cycle and 
A A recycle of life is experienced. 




The project tries to explore ways of successful integration of vari-
ous activities into the nullah without hindering the proper function of \ 
sewage network and upgrading of its environmental qualities. By 
demonstrating the recyclable properties of water 
to people through the purification process, the prin-
ciple of cycle and recycle of life wil l be exposed to 
and experienced by them. 
The purpose of this experiment was to integrate the urban water 
cycle with social and education values. It involves natural process 
and design in the familiar and daily routine city living. And the water 
cycle function becomes part of the understanding and experience 
of the space. People can learn about cycle and recycle of life and 
their environment less by occasional visit to nature center or the 
museum than by constant and direct experience in their daily net- i 
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CONCEPTUAL STRATEGY 
’ • I 
As it is proposed to be an alternate network in the city, there should have 
different kind of experience from the world above ground. In this network, a path 
or promenade will be provided for people to go through as part of their daily 
network, which people choose to sequester from city's saturation. At the same 
time, fragmentary sequestration nodes will be provided in between in order to 
create the climax or the markers of the network. 
• : 
With the desires to generate reactions of different events, 4 layers of spaces 
are proposed to occur laterally along the nullah. They are, 
Layer of Movement 
Layer of Purification 
Layer of Sequestration 
Layer of Bottles 
39 
Layer of Movement 
' „ : ’ I 
Uncovering the nullah helps to encourage people moving in three dimensions. 
People can utilize the space over and along the nullah in several layers includ-
ing below grade (steps down to water), on grade (street level) and above grade 
(podium level). Because of the layering, the conjunctive points are uncovered 
and become meaningful marker to the nullah, people will temporary occupy the 
space, interact with each other. 
“ - r 
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Layer of Purification 
n 
Though there is basically no odour smell from the Kai Tak nullah see appendix, 
proper sewage treatment for the nullah is still need for increasing the level of 
human exposure to water. 
, - ' A 
The purification process should be able to demonstrate the different stages of 
wastewater journey. People can experience the recyclable properties when they 
are in the nullah journey. Since the water quality is not bad, passive purification 
treatment by installation of wetland and soil filter would be recommended at the 
beginning of the nullah. At later stages, flowform, as an landscaping elements 
will be installed at intervals to purify the water by stages. 
The effluent, the recycled water may contain higher levels of nutrients, such as 
nitrogen than potable water. Application of recycled water for landscape irriga-
tion on the site can provide additional source of nutrients and lessen the need to 
apply synthetic fertilizers. 
40 
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Layer of Bottles 
Plastic water bottles, as a representation of purified water in a concentrated 
way. 
People are allowed to dispose their plastic bottles at certain location. Through 
the process, people are participated interactively in the recycle process. Unlike 
the current recycle program, people just dumped their bottles and actually they 
did not know where they go. In this case, the disposal and collection process 
(recycle process) will be fully illustrated to people by the bottles. At the same 
time, participation in the recycling program will become a game instead of a 
boring action. 
The floating of bottles can be read as a celebration or highlight 
to the particular strip of the nullah, which is a result of the 
recycle action. 
The bottles will then collected and transfer to the plastic recycle factory. Next to 
it, there will be a bottled water factory. The energy using for melting plastic will 
42 transform as the energy for the distillation process of the bottled water factory. 
And again, the wastes become the resources as the idea of recycle. 
[Used bottles + recycling process/distillation process 
=purified bottled water ] 
Through the disposal, collection and the p roduction of the plastic bottles, the 
cycle and recycle of life are demonstrated. 
The first canals in Venice were carefully designed to 
carry away filth and garbage by drawing water through 
the city to the sea. 
By Charles Moore, Water and Architecture 
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People can dispose their water bottles at 
certain locations [ point of sequestration ] 
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P u r i f i ® d b o t t l e d water as outcome 
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Layer of Sequestration 
In order to allow people to sequester themselves from the saturated city life. 
Sequestration spaces with variety and alternative will be created at the conjunc-
tive point of the nullah. The points of sequestration will become the markers 
along the nullah. 
The sequestration should facilitates the disposal of used bottles to the nullah 
by the users. In this case, people are not encouraging dumping rubbish any-
where in the nullah. But then, it allows people to participate the dispodal action 
unconsciously. The appear and disappear of the bottles also make people to 
aware the change of water purification. 
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Possible programs of Sequestration 
-Library [ renew ] 
-Therapy bath house [ purify from the world baove ground ] 
-Gymnas ium [ relax . enclosed from others ] 
- C h a t Room [ reiax . exchange ideas ] 
-Mus ic workshop [ relax . purify mind ] 
-C inema + workshop [ recreation, extract onself from daily life ] 
-Runn ing Track [ recreation . lead to waterfront. open sea view . relax ] 
-P romenade [ recreation . lead to waterfront ] 
-Gal lery [ recreation ] 
-Tea House [ rest ] 
-Ca fe [ rest ] 
-s leep ing place [ rest. totally enclosed ] 
[ Ideas associate to programs ] 
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PHILOSOPHICAL MEANING OF WATER SPACE 
Water with its flowing timelessness, one drop may appear now as snow, now 
water, now a deep and vast ocean, but water is never entirely still. 
Spaces at the water edge and water related spaces are the spaces created 
through the medium of water, and tried to express water's magical attraction. 
Water is ever moving, elusive and hard to grasp. Designs enriched by the illu-
sion of water are to be found here and there. These designs are always guided 
by natural laws. 
Imagine a building with water set in front of it; the water acts like a mirror, 
reflecting the building and recreating it. Water surrounding a building can define 
the approach to it and its visual setting. 
Water in some forms can touch the mind. There is the attacking of rough seas 
^ that evokes feeling of strength and fears that strongly and deeply shake us. 
There is the spring water the wells up under the hot sun of midsummer that 
evokes amiability and gentleness and touches us softly. There is water that 
flows, Clearwater, water floating flower petals and eddying water; there is water 
that connects two spaces or separated them. There are the waters that affect 
us with intellectual content, which moves us gently but deeply. 
Water, water space and architecture would enhance environment only if we 





Fort Worth Water Gardens, Texas 
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Ryoan-ji, Kyoto, Japan 
Image of water 
When observing the use of water in modern urban and architectural spaces, 
there are images of water that affect people, which arise directly from water's 
physical characteristics. 
Image of water itself 
are images that express the individuality of water as a physical element, such 
as flowing water, flat surfaces of water, Clearwater. They also include those of 
wet and cold masses, or masses with depth. 
Image of water in relation to other objects 
are those that express the work of water as opposed to other objects such as 
attacking water, reflecting masses and rocking water. The "other objects" maybe 
people as well as vegetation or small boats. This category also sweeping water, 
caressing water and engulfing deep bodies of water. 
Images of water used to affect space 
are those that express the work of water as opposed to space such as a space 
48 enlarging surface, a space separating mass or a space connecting line. These 
are images related to spatial order. 
S H F I H E S S 
Image of water itself 
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H f i f l Image of water used to affect space 
PEOPLE PERCEPTION TO WATER 
In the evolution of cities, the aesthetic qualities of natural topography, including 
the water environment has played an increasingly important part in enhancing 
the urban environment. 
The Western Tradition 
For the Greeks the sacred springs as the source of water were not only imbed 
with mythology, but embellished with grove setting. The water was released into 
carved basins, and these often incorporated sculptured figures or animals to 
form a decorative feature, this combing a legendary theme with a cascade or 
fountain. 
Both the Greeks and the Romans had a metaphysical appreciation of certain 
natural landscape, and water elements. This influenced the sitting of temples in 
the landscape, and was expressed in the layout of the country villas of wealthy 
Romans. The respect for seaside and lakeside topography led to imaginative 
planning in order to gain the advantages of scenic views, morning sun, protec-
tive moorings, terraced gardens, bathing pools, constructed walks, colonnades 
5 0
 and porticos. All this provided a context for leisure and relaxation. 
The topography and strong Greek tradition led not only to a close relationship 
between buildings, nature landscape and water scenery, but also to the integra-
tion of water-based leisure and non-utilitarian uses within the building complex. 
The Chinese Tradition 
The Chinese established a cultural identity with its own attitude towards city 
beautification that included the utilitarian, metaphysical and aesthetic appre-
ciation of water, values that have permeated into the modern world. 
A natural philosophy was the basis of the historical Chinese tradition on land-
scape design. The Chinese regarded mankind as part of nature, and the law of 
nature were orderly, peaceful and helpful to humanity. 
Chinese Taoism showed sensitivity towards ecology and this was reflected in 
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BASIC CONCEPTS IN WATER SPACE DESIGN 
Water and space 
The earth is the only planet in the solar system that possesses water, which is 
the indispensable element for the growth of life. 
Water is found on earth in three forms, solid, liquid and gas, giving rise to 
various uses and influencing the environment. It is used by man in so many 
ways, especially in its liquid, flowing state and is drawn into the spaces of our 
cities and homes. Moisture on earth is evaporated by the sun's energy and 
metaphases to clouds, rain or snow before once falling to earth. An estimate 
390,000 cubic meter per year is continually recycling. 
[water cannot stop seeking its own course ] 
Water fo rms 
5 2 There are special characteristics of water in its various states and changes in 
——the recycling process of nature, 
1. Spouting forms, such as water vapor, springs, hot springs, geysers 
2. Flowing forms, such as clouds, subterranean water and rivers 
3. Falling forms, such as rain, snow, and waterfalls 
4. Standing forms, such as ponds, bogs, lake and seas. 
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Water space and human activities 
The ecology and functions of water have deeply classified with the development 
of civilizations and the way in which people interact with water and their ecologi-
cal views of it vary with the climate. This is all reflected in urban space. 
Cities have plazas or similar places where citizens from near and far can relax 
and enjoy a break. Water is often present in the form of fountains and drinking 
fountains, sometimes embellished with ground and beautiful sculpture. Similar 
facilities are often found in cities and within parks. Ponds, lakes and water 
amusements found in cities and within parks are much loved by the inhabitants. 
Cities, which have developed on coasts or on large rivers, will often have canals 
and incorporate their use in urban designs. If a city should happen to embrace 
a fairly large or even middle-to-small sized river, the landscape design of the 
spaces at the water's edge can reflect the traffic of people with water but, in 
addition, special fixtures can be added to create even richer and more enjoy-
able space. 
54 People come to the water's edge on different business and with various inten-
_ tions all day long. The activities seen on the waterfront, people's encounters 
there, and the recollections evoked by the water itself have been colorfully re-
flected there in every age. 
] 
Advantages of incorporating wate r in architecture 
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The sparking surface of the water attracts ‘ 55 
people. Meeting each other by the wa- " 
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PRECEDENT STUDY 
River and Canal 
Canals and rivers, in extension of metaphor, are the arteries and veins. They are 
waters of connection and communication. The flow of rivers establishes a con-
tinuum, so that in communication they link ideas and expressions, and in con-
nection they link places and time. Rivers are classic examples of water arteries 
that flow not only through space but also time. 
That the first growth of cities should have taken place in river valleys is no 
accident; and the rise of the city is contemporaneous with improvements in 
navigation, from the floating bundle of bushes or logs to the boat powered by 
oars and sails. 
Ever since people have built cities along rivers, the configuration and flow of the 
streams have generated the layouts for streets, avenues, and parks. The pat-
terns of river city compositions are limitless. 
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— A major factor in river cities is the way the cities form an edge to the water. The 
combination of land and water is always charged with potential drama since the 
transition between them can be abrupt and riddled with psychological contrasts. 
In some cases, the city may keep the river at bay. Walls may elevate the street 
level above the river's surface, dams may alter or block its flow into the city, or 
barriers may prevent pedestrians from getting close to the waterway's edge. 
URBAN RIVER 
The amenity value of the urban river represents not only the opportunities for 
leisure and environmental enrichment but also a unique natural resource as 
well as a context for economic activity. 
The great rivers like the Yellow River, the Nile River of the world have provided 
the cradle of ancient civilizations and the utilization of fertile alluvial land was a 
catalyst to engineering skills. Early settlements existed in harmony with the : 
water edge, each developing its own urban character over the centuries. Com-
munities grew up around significant river crossings and place suitable for navi-
gation, trading and port development. 
Over the centuries the urban waterfront provided for religious activities, civic 
ceremonies, defense transportation, access for maritime trade and fishing, 
warehousing and waterside industry. 
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Suzhou, China 
The use of canals to service urban life in conjunction with protective moats and 
rivers has a significant expression in the historic city of Suzhou, China. It emerged 
as a capital in the 8th century BC and developed within a context of a distribution 
center by using river contact with the neighboring towns and villages in the area. 
Rivers and a principle canal surround the city, and it is transverse by a grid 
pattern of canals with a adjoining roads. Residences that face the canals have 
private moorings and the city has public gardens in which the water element 
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San Antonio in Texas, USA 
San Antonio, Texas is very near the source of its namesake river. As the river 
cuts through the city, a loop breaks off near the Alamo, passes under a series 
of bridges, and reconnects with the straight path 800 yards farther along. Earlier 
in this century, the river had been 20 feet below the level of the city, useless for 
commerce and a menace during floods. 
After a flood in 1921, local businessman decided to connected the straight 
parts and fill in the loop. Fortunately, only the bypass was permitted to be 
excavated but the loop was preserved and made into a River Walk. 
The River Walk has the amazing ability to isolate people from the rest of the 
city. Walls block out the city's noise, the water cools the air, and love oak 
branches cantilevering over the river filter the intense Texas sunlight. 
Most important is that only a few railings stand between the sidewalks and the 
river. The only barrier, a small curb (as one would find on any street), indicates 
the boundary between pavement and liquid and strengthens the connection 
60 between people and water. 
The river, so fearlessly included in the design of the city, gives the city its 
center, a central artery full of intimate connections. 
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The waterways of Venice are consisted of 2 major canals (Canal Grande and 
Canal Deller Gindeca) plus an intrinsic network of minor canals and alleys through 
the city fabric. Streets and bridges form a second layer of circulation, which is 
almost at the same level as the water. The street and canal layout follows the 
natural terrain of the lagoon city rather than a strict iron grid. 
The river space provokes a strong sense of enclosure. The river space is fully 
enclosed by buildings with scarce amount of greenery. A very close encounter 
between architecture, man, and water can be found. Modulation and expansion 
of urban spaces like the linear arcade, public square and piazzas such as 
Piazza San Marco are found pushed to the edge of water. Water and the urban 




The river Seine in Paris relates to the rest of the city in a more structural and 
multi-layered manner. The urban growth of Paris is found closely tied with the 
river. The river is the central spine of the metropolis. The network of grand axes 
and boulevards were extended across the river through bridges. Important civic 
centers are found as ribbons of fine historical buildings next to riverfront. 
While the canals of Venice are enclosed water corridors across the city, the 
River Seine is wider across and more open spatially, the riversides become 
opposite waterfronts. 
The river space is structured as a multilevel space 
The water element allowing navigation 
A second layer of terrace allowing riverside walk, and 
The ground level with the road and the buildings 
The terrace level is a recreational space for sunbathing and riverside walk. The 
space is sunken and protected from the urban traffic by high retaining walls - an 
64 introverted space with extensive shading by the lines of trees at the terrace and 
street levels. 
The architecture interacts with the water by the reflection of their facades on 
the water surface. 
(
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LOCAL RIVER 
Shung Mun River, Shatin 
The Shing Mun River is designed based on a conceptul model 
1. To preserve the river space for civic and recreational purposes. 
2. To establish a center of gravity for the whole town. 
3. To structure the urban development on two side of the river. 
A system of circulation pattern was established in the early planning stages. 
The river space is structured as a multilevel space: 
1. The water element allowing navigation. 
2. The riverside promenade on the 2 sides of the river with extensive greenery. 
3. The bicycles track going in parallel direction with the promenade either at 
the same or different levels. 
4. A third level of vehicular traffic which is screened off from the river space by 
vegetation. 
6 6 5. Elevated bridges for both pedestrian and vehicles to cross the river. 
The segregation between the pedestrian and the vehicular traffic is extended to 
the rest of the city by underpass or footbridges. Such pattern is more apparent 
and successful in the case of Shatin, due to its simpler and straightforward 
configuration. 
The amenity value of the river depends very much on the water quality. The 
pollution associated with the Shing Mun River, though recently claimed to be 
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Conceptual ideas' of transforming the nullah 
APPENDIX 
WATER QUALITY OF KAI TAK NULLAH 
Sources of the wastewater 
Majority of the nullah water is the effluent after secondarily treated from the Tai 
Po Sewage Treatment and Shatin Sewage Treatment Works. It is diverted to 
dispose to the Victoria Harbor via the Kai Tak Nullah. Therefore, the water should 
be clean in principle. However, owning to surface runoff and the illegal disposal 
from nearby factories, the water may bring the contaminant to the nullah. 
Originally, it is once seriously polluted because of the excessive illegal dis-
posal from the nearby factories. Since the implementation of Water Pollution 
Control Ordinance and Regulations, there has a gradual improvement in the 
nullah water quality. Together with the implementation of the Waste Disposal 
(Chemical Waste) General Regulation, the industrial pollution loads into the 
nullah have also been greatly reduced. 
Improvement of water quality 
According to Water Quality Index, improvement in Kai Tak Nullah is found in 
recent years. This may owning to the economic transformation of Hong Kong, 
many nearby factories had shut down. Thus, excessive illegal disposal have 
been greatly reduced. The water quality of Kai Tak Nullah was classified as 'fair' 
to 'good'. 
An analysis of the long-term water quality data since the mid-1980s by the 
Environmental Protection Department reveals that the pollution in the Kai Tak 
Nullah is on the decline. This is shown in the increase in dissolved oxygen and 
decrease in suspended solids, aggregate organic, ammonia nitrogen, total phos-
phorus and lead at all sampling stations. 
In general, the quality of downstream section of an urban watercouse is poorer than 
that in the upstream sections as it is impacted by the pollution load in the entire 
length of the watercourse. In Kai Tak Nullah, water quality of the downstream station 
may also be a f fec ted by the A p p r o a c h Channe l due to the t idal ef fect . 
Water ·Quality Index(WQI) of Kai Tak N.,......AAIA. _ _ -=-___ ---... 
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ANNUAL RAINFALL 
Who create the nullah? It is Rain 
Since responsibility of the nullah is to carry the stormwater away in order to 
avoid flooding, the amount of the rainfall will have significant effect on the water 
speed and level. In fact, this is a notable change. The major challenge is how to 
control or utilize the change into the architecture. Actually, it has potential to 
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INTERVIEW with Dr. Chung, Dept. of Biology, CUHK 
Can distillation remove all the pollutant in the water? 
Distillation can purify water. However, due to contamination from utensils 
and aerosols distilled water is not considered as "absolutely pure". Techniques 
are used to further purify water so as to make it suitable for more sophisticated 
jobs and requirements. 
How about if I use the wastewater as the source of distillation, can it also be 
purified so as to drinkable? 
As far as hygiene is concerned, distilled water produced from wastewater 
should be no different from those produced from other sources of water. 
However, I do not have any relevant data on this area. Provided that the distilla-
tion process is done carefully and prevented from contamination, and followed 
by stringent testing ofthe distilled water, it should be safe for drinking. Probably 
7 8 the drawback of this process is the relative high cost of production, the disposal 
or treatment ofthe residue, and the maintenance ofthe distillation plant. In that 
sense seawater might be a better source of raw material than wastewater. 
Can distillation remove the organic substances in the wastewater? (The organic 
matter is hard to remove and it is found in the wastewater) 
Distillation can exclude organic materials. However, distillation is not a filtering 
mechanism. In the process, the solution is boiled and the resulting steam is 
condensed and collected as distilled water. Tiny aerosols might be formed in 
the boiling process and move to the condensing area with the rising steam. 
They will present in the condensed distilled water as contaminants (in very 
minute quantities). The smaller the molecule the higher is the chance that they 
will escape as contaminants. 
The same is true for more volatile molecules. Molecules leaching form the dis-
tillation device might also contaminate the distilled water. What are the con-
taminants depends on what the original source contains. As far as wastewater 
is concerned, they might include heavy metals, all sorts large and/or small 
organic molecules, and organisms such as protozoan, bacteria, and virus etc. 
In conclusion, the exact answer depends on your particular requirement and 
target purity of distilled water. 
So is it feasible to use wastewater as the source of distilled water? 
Whether wastewater is a good source of drinking distilled water depends on many 
factors and a positive conclusion is still a bit far. These factors include 
• Whether the process is absolutely secure. A lot of tests and experiments have to-
be done to prove this, and the product is compiled with international drinking water 
standards; 
- Whether the process is economically workable; it depends on the cost of the 
plant and running cost compared with other methods and raw materials. When a 
cheaper or better source of raw material (i.e. underground water or river water) is 
available, there is no need to use wastewater as the process would be more 
complicated and more maintenance would be needed. 
• Whether the society or consumer would accept this. In fact this has been done 
in some European countries (most probably France where they use the 
polluted water from River Rhine to produce drinking water) have been 
doing this with success. I guess you have to estimate at least the above factors 
and make more analysis before you can draw any positive conclusion. 
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We can give any new programs to reuse the nullah. However, it would be better 
to give it new programs, which can carry out the intrinsic meaning ofthe nullah. 
Though it is a component of urban water cycle, our urban are designed to con-
ceal the process of natural cycle and recycle. To me, revitalization ofthe nullah 
means to uncover and re-celebrate the natural water cycle, which city people 
had already detached from it. 
Since distillation as mechanical duplication of nature water cycle, dis-
tilled bottled water plant was chosen as the building program. The wastewater 
from the surrounding runoff will become the resources of distilled water, see 
appendix. Through demonstrating the recycle of wastewater to the drinkable water, 
the cycle and recycle of life will be experienced. 
1_ 
DISTILLATION applies the principle of our nature's water cycle - water is vapor-
ized when heated and becomes water again when cooled. This principle is similar 
to how earth provides the human being with rain. At a proper humidity range, sun 
heated water vaporizes and rises to form clouds in the sky, slowly cooling and 
condenses it into water droplets that rain down to earth. Unfortunately, the nature is 
an opened system and rain can easily contaminated. 
The distillation process for bottled water mimics nature in a closed sanitized envi-
ronment, ensuring that all impurities and bacteria are removed. Independent market 
researches show that 80% of all bottled water consumed are distilled water. It indi-
cates that most people treasure the clean and hygienic quality in their selection of a 
daily drink. 
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS 
Unlike other building type, industrial plant has its very specific requirement. But 
the most fundamental requirement is to allow the production line running in the 
most efficient way. see case study 
The water plant is mainly divided into two parts ’ 
Water production 
The distillated water is produced by a vapor compressed system at a tempera-
ture of 105C prior to the water being fed into the distillation system, it have to go 
through a multi-level water pre-treatment system in order to remove the con-
tents in the water, this to maintain its purity. 
Washing-Filling-Capping 
The bottle rinser is operated under a computerized bottle sterilizing system. 
The bottles are then transferred to an in-line filler and capper unit 
2 
CONTROL LABORATORY. 
I SOURCE WATER I ^ WATER P R E - ~ ^ DISTILLATION Water oroduction 
I I TREATMENT K 
——^ | RINSER ——^ FILLER ^ CAPPER Bottling 
• PACKAGING ^ STORAGE DELIVERY Packaging 
BOLD MOUDLING SYSTEM 
The plant is in a completed automatic operation and thus no employee is per-
mitted to work or enter into the plant except the quality control technician. In 
this way, it will eliminate human errors in the course of operation. 
SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION 
Bottles collection and recycle plant 
Collection area for temp storage - 1 0 0 
Sorting - 50 
Washing - 50 
Granulation - 200 
Bold molding area - 300 
Toilet - 30 
Office - 100 
Distillation plant 
Administration area 
Office - 800 
Conference room - 50 
Pantry - 30 
Toilet - 50 
Production area 
Laboratories - 200 
3 Control area - 50 
Distillation tank - 300 
Mixing tank - 5 0 
Bottle rinser - 50 
Bottle filler - 50 
Bottle capper - 50 
Packaging area - 400 
Delivery area - 200 
Utilities area 
Water storage area - 300 
Fluoride storage room - 50 
Lime Storage area - 1000 
Pump room - 200 
Fire control room - 50 
AHU room - 200 
Switch room - 1 5 0 
Transformer room - 200 
Exhibition area 
Exhibition area - 200 
Lecture room - 100 
Others 
Retail shop for bottled water - 200 
Free bottles pick up area - 1 0 0 
Water cafe - 500 
Kitchen - 100 
Toilet - 50 
all dimension are in sq.m 
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SCHEMATIC IDEAS 
Layer of zoning 
In Hong Kong, most industrial plants are vertically zoned, which is contradicting 
to the linear industrial process. See case study. In this scheme, the plant will 
turn into a horizontal layout along the nullah which can facilitates the linear 
industrial process. At the same time, it can celebrate the linearity of the nullah. 
The hidden industrial process will be exposed along the nullah. In fact, it is 
mainly about the recycle of water. The process is elongated and demonstrated 
along the nullah. It shows that water can be pick up, transform and be re-insert. 
For it is not a showcase of the modern technology, but an inspiration and to 
provoke the awareness to people ofthe surrounding and ecology thinking through 
water's special life form. 
7 
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Traditional vertical factory Linear organization Elongate the process Expose the hidden 
enhance the linear industrial process abng the nullah industrial prOCeSS 
I • 
Layer of purification 
Though it is feasible to use the wastewater as the source of distilled water, it is 
not convincing enough to general public, see appencf/x Therefore, water pre-
treatment process (screening, sedimentation, and filtration) will be ex-
posed at the defined conjunctive point of the nullah, see sitepian These 
technical infrastructure will transform into the water features and waterscapes, 
so as to celebrate the beauty of water. In addition, the purification process 
helps to remove the odour smell of the nullah. 
People will experience not only the process but also the changes of water 
recycle. Beside visual connection, the changes will also be addressed by in-
creasing level of contact to water as the purification level increase. 
8 _ 
INCREASING LEVEL OF PURIFICATION w 
INCREASING LEVEL OF HUMAN EXPOSURE""”r 




Transformation of site 
Plastic bottles recycle plant 
The design involved people participation of the recycle process. They are al-
lowed to dispose their bottles at the specified location along the nullah. Bottles 
will float along the nullah and create a pond of bottles at the collection area. 
Thus, the nullah was truly become an interactive landscape. 
The bottle recycle plant will be held under the highway, which used to separate 
the old airport and the cityscape. A glass bridge was inserted into the middle of 
the space. It symbolize that the bridge does not belongs to either side (old 
cityscape and new cityscape) but a transition from old to new where the recycle 
process take place. 
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Distilled bottled water plant 
The distilled bottled water plant will be located at the proposed park (old Kai Tak 
Airport, see appendix). By exposing the machinery as a sculpture within the park 
and demonstrating the industrial process along the network, the proposed park 
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DESIGN OF DISTILLED BOTTLED WATER PLANT 
The design mainly divided into water production area and bottling-capping area 
General design ideas 
[exposed the machinery as sculpture ] 
[exposed the hidden production process . experience the cycle and 
recycle of life ] 
[bottles line up for bottling-capping . wall of bottles. bottles moving on 
the wall. celebration ] 
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Use the distillation tanks to define the grid of the proposed park so that the 
bottled water plant fully can dissolve into the park. 
1
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This will lower the efficiency of the distillation process since this arrangement is 
not designed according to its function. 
Option B 
The design is according to the existing layout of the bottled water plant. 
The processes are horizontally laid along the nullah. 
The production line are is clearly separate from the administrative area so people 
will only experience the process. 
distillation tanks adminstrative area 
^ ^ … . . | , T _ _ _ | . — . 
^ r ^ I 
— plastic bottles recycle area water production area bottling area 
the energy using for melting the plastic 
will transform as the energy for the 
distillation process 
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Final option j 
The journey starts 
The bottles start to flow once u dispose them 
The bottles are walking along the nullah with u like your friends 
The bottles form the interactive elevation...... 
The bottles form the celebration at the end of the journey 
Water pretreatment area 
Screening 
The metal screen is extruded to form the sculpture to mark the beginning of the 
journey. The extrusion breaks the edges of the nullah vertically. 
‘ « 
Sedimentation 
Chemicals are injected from the bottom of the tank and they will form the sludge 
with the wastewater. The clean water will displace upward and transform into 
waterfall. People will be showered by the tunnel of waterfall. 
17 Filtration 
Layers of sand are shift horizontally to form the step-like landscape. 
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Plastic bottles recycle plant 
The bottles collection and recycle process is held under the highway. A pond of 
bottles will create at the collection area and then capture people attention. At 
the same time, people on the glass bridge can see the recycle process under-

















































Water production area 
Although there is no different to any source water for distillation (see interview with 
Dr. chung), wastewater is still purified to the acceptable standard by the water-
pretreatment process along the nullah. Then it was being distilled by the distil-
lation tanks (water-proofed), which are supported by the think columns. The 
distillation tanks symbolize as a water droplet floating, distilling and condens-
ing in the air. 
The bridge is not only served as a circulation path, but also a viewing platform to 
the exposed distillation tanks. 
Conveyor tracks are suspending on the bridge cover. Bottles are transported 
from the recycle plant to the production line for bottling. The open tracks allow 
the heated plastic bottles to cool down and consolidate. At the same time, the 
moving bottles will create dynamic shadowing on the bridge with the reflection 
of the shinny distillation tanks. 
I \ I , V ———The column is tilted in order to counter the force of waterflow 
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- Production line area, control laboratories, utilities area 
The highly transparent glass wall building try to signify the quality of the distilled 
water. It also acts as a mirror to reflect the image of the nullah water to the wall 
and transform the water from two dimensions to three dimensions. 
The strong linear form acts an icon of the proposed. 
- • » 
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People are discharged from the network and return to the upper world through 
this glass wall building. At the same time, the distilled water, like the people, 
was imprisoned into the bottles and separate from the nullah, diagram 
/ ' 





m people discharge from the nelwofK 
I I " M p P 1 1 1 ^ symbolize the water was being imprisoned into botles 
The facade acts as the storage of bottles. They are lining up for rinsing, bottling 
and capping. Through layers of conveyor belts, which are hanging on the glass 
curtain wall, the facade will turn into a dynamic and interactive one. Interesting 
moving shadow will also cast into the spaces inside and the nullah. The moving 
shadow enhances the shimmering effect of water. 
Detail drawing and construction method, see special study 
Through the refraction of the plastic bottles, people can view differently from 
or to the building. It gives another perspective to view our upper world when 
people plugged into this alternate network. 
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elevation study with the integration of conveyor belt ~ 
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Storage and Delivery area 
Five little glass boxes are located at the end of the journey, which sit on the 
rooftop of the storage area. When it is full of stocks, the boxes of bottled water 
will stack up to occupy those glass boxes and they are no longer transparent. 
They will become empty and transparent if the stocks are just delivered. Such 
phenomenon changes according to the level of stocks or time. These indicators 
act as a celebration of the final production of the industrial process and also 
mark the end of the journey. 
[from wastewater to drinkable water ] 
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the transparency subject to the level of stock 
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Administration and Exhibition area 
- office, exhibition area, water cafe 
The building is not directly sitting on the ground, but supported by columns, 
which symbolizes the distilled water starting to detach from the nullah. In fact, 
this arrangement helps to enhance the relationship between the land and the 
water. 
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Relationship of the building mass to the nullah 
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Formal development 5 
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The water cafe is facing the glass walled building. People can see the conveyor 
belts with moving bottles when they are enjoying the bottled water. 
35 
The exhibition area and lecture room are located at under-water level. People 
can view the nullah from other perspective through the refraction of water. 
The elevation is designed to look solid and blend into the landscape so as to 
contrast the transparency of the glass walled building. 
Wood louver 
Granite Wood plank Glass 
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bottles on the conveyor belts 
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Shatin treatment works 
Sha Tin Treatment Works is the largest water treatment works in Hong Kong. It 
obtains its raw water from Plover Cove or High Island Reservoirs, or supply from 
Guangdong. The water treated by this treatment works meets the demand in 
Sha Tin, parts of Ma On Shan, Central Kowloon and also part of Hong Kong 
Island. 
Water treatment process 
During the water treatment process, raw water (untreated water) is dosed with 
chemicals for mixing and then passes to the clarifiers (sedimentation) where 
coagulation and flocculation of the impurities in the water will take place. Settled 
water then flows into filters of sand or anthracite for removal of the more finely 
divided suspensions (filtration). 
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The filtered water passes into contact tanks where dosed chlorine and lime are 
added to disinfect and control the alkalinity of the final treated water. Fluoride is 
also added to minimise the risk of dental decay. The final water is pumped into 
a system of watermains, stored in service reservoirs and then supplied to the 
public. 
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Swire Coca Cola HK Ltd. 
The bottling operations of the bottled water are located in Shatin at the world's 
tallest bottling plant. This 19-storey facility includes production facilities, ware-
house, material storage and a complete floor dedicated to waste water treat-
ment, loading and parking areas and office space. 
Though the plant produces a large variety of products, the distilled water plant is 
still arranged vertically. It includes one post-mix filling line, one carboy line and 
four PET bottle-blowing lines. The production line operates at a speed of 10000 
bottles per hour. 
Though it is an industrial plant which city people always disregard as a dirty 
artifact in the city. In fact, the machinery especially the bottling process was 
quite fascinating which inspire me to integrate this process into the building 
design architecturally. Also, the beauty of the machine drives me to expose 
them as a sculpture. 
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South East Kowloon Development Feasibility Study 
The Metropolitan Park of 24 hectares is intended to perform as an open space 
of regional significance in which a range of recreational facilities and attractions 
will be provided, such as theme gardens, sculpture gardens, water features, 
open parkland and lakes, botanical gardens, viewing gallery, exhibition and fes-
tival areas, tea houses, kiosks, etc. 
Other district open spaces commensurate with the Hong Kong Planning Stan-
dards and Guidelines will be provided. 
The 5.4 kilometres long waterfront promenade will be provided in the new devel-
opment area to connect Kwun Tong to Hung Horn Bay Reclamation and Tsim 





Proposed Distilled bottled water plant at Metropolitan Park 
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